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CATALOGUE

REVIEW

THE TENTH EDITION OF
THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR'S
SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE,
BEING SOMEWHAT IN THE
NATURE OF A MILESTONE,
HAS BEEN SUPERBLY PRODUCED ON ART PAPER AND
FOR THE FIRST TIME HAS
A THREE-COLOUR FRONT
COVER.

THE BINDING,

SUBJECT TO MUCH CRITICISM ON THE

1962

EDITION

HAS BEEN CONSIDERABLY
STRENGTHENED BY EMPLOYING THE LATEST SWISS
PLASTIC METHOD. ALTHOUGH
CONSIDERABLY STRONGER,
THE CATALOGUE CAN STILL
BE OPENED FLAT ON ANY
DESIRED PAGE. EVEN THOUGH
PRODUCTION COSTS FOR
THIS EDITION ARE GREATER
THAN EVER BEFORE, THE
FULL DIFFERENCE HAS
BEEN SPLIT INTO THREE
PARTS BY THE PUBLISHERS:
ONE PART IS OFFSET BY
A LARGER PRINTING, ONE
PART BY RAISING THE
PUBLISHER'S SUBSIDY AND
ONLY THE FINAL PORTION
IS PASSED ON TO THE
USER IN THE FORM OF
SLIGHTLY HIGHER PRICE.
THUS THE CATALOGUE
REACHES THE MARKET AT
A LOWER FIGURE THAN
OTHER PUBLICATIONS OF
COMPARATIVE QUALITY.
THOSE COLLECTORS WHO
HAVE KEPT AN EYE ON
PRICES AND EXPECTED AN
UNPRECEDENTED NUMBER OF
INCREASES WILL NOT BE
DISAPPOINTED.

4203

OUT OF

PRICE CHANGES

APPROXIMATELY

3900

ARE

UPWARDS - A RECORD BY
FAR COMPARED WITH ANY
PREVIOUS EDITION!

(Continued on Page 7)
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Switzerland

THE REVALUED STAMPS
ßu George W. Caldwell

Introduction
Revaluing postage stamps by overprint is a policy
followed throughout many years by many governments; and for various reasons. Among these are
provisionals, pending availability of definitives,
disposing of remainders; anticipating a superseding issue; temporary provisionals for a value
or values in short supply. These and many others
are the reasons for the revalued stamps which add
much to our philatelic pleasure, particularly to
the specialists who try to reconstruct the settings.
The purpose of this study is to record in
one place, all the data we have on Swiss revalues.
However, in those instances where authentic documentation is not available, we resort to conjecture based on collateral data, when such data
provide a reasonable assumption. It is important
to bear in mind that these assumptions are tentative.
Discussed in this study are Surface Mail,
Air Mail and Postage Dues. Space does not permit
including postal stationery and stamp booklets.
The arrangement consists of the main text of
limited coverage, and tables listing certain additional data. This arrangement is used for
clarity and ease of reference.
Surface Mail
Most of the surface mail revalues were occasioned by the disturbed economy during World
Wars I and II, and conditions subsequent thereto.
Surrounded by warring forces during these wars,
Switzerland's international trade, the basis of
its economy, was largely interrupted. Swiss
armed forces were mobilized to guard its neutrality, thereby taking much of its manpower out of
commerce and industry. Prices rose and net
postal revenues declined. In view of such conditions, the department increased postal rates
effective February 1, 1915, of which three required provisional revalues by overprint. The 2c
printed matter was increased to 3c, the 12c C.O.D.
rate to 13c, and the 70c parcels post rate to
80c. A lc on 2c stamp was provided for use together with the then current 2c and 12c stamps in
the post office supply and in the hands of the
public. A 3c provisional was not required as
stamps of that value were in current use. The
12c and 70c stamps were revalued. The 80c on
70c was not issued until October 1915, and the
definitive of that value, not until November of
the following year. We don't have authentic
information as to what caused this delay. And
space to discuss the various conjectural ideas is
not warranted.
Universal Postal Union Resolution
Fully aware of the vast economic disturbances
throughout most of the world due to World War II,
the Universal Postal Union at its seventh session
in 1920 at Madrid, Spain, approved a resolution
establishing new maximum rates for international
mail. Although the effective date of this resolution was January 1, 1922, it permitted governments to make their revisions earlier if desired.
Accordingly, Switzerland modified its domestic
rates effective January 1, 1921, and its international rates, February 1 of that year. See table
for details. In 1930 two revalues were issued:
3c on 21c, and 5c on 71c. The 3c on 21c was for

braille literature. The basic 21c value which
had been created under the January 1, 1921 postal
tariff, apparently was no longer needed.
The 3c printed matter rate which was increased to 5c under the January 1, 1921 tariff, and
increased further to 71c in 1927, was reduced to
5c in 1930. The resulting revalue 5c on 71c
served as a provisional and also disposal of the
71c supply, a value which has never been issued
since. No further revaluing of surface mail
stamps has been made.
Table - Surface Mail
Issue
Date
2/15
2/15
2/15
10/15
1/21
1/21
1/21
1/21
1/21
1/21
1/21
1/21
1/21
6/30
6 , 30

Overprint
Zumstein
Cat. No. Stamp Subject
Value Color
Remarks
1/2 Black
132 Walter Tell T3
See text
13/12 Black
133 Helvetia Bust T2
13c C.O.D.
13/12 Black
134 William Tell
13c C.O.D.
80/70 Blue-Black
135 Bicolored Helvetia
80c Parcel Post
21/3 Blue-Black
146. Walter Tell T2
Note A
5/2 Red
147 Walter Tell T3
5c Printed Matter
5/7% Red
148II` Walter Tell T2
5c Printed Matter
148I11 Walter Tell T3
5/7%
7
Note B
10/13 Red
149 William Tell
Note C
20/15 Deep Black
150A• William Tell
Note D
20/15 Deep Blue
1508 William Tell
Note E
20/15
150C William Tell
Note F
20/25 Red
151• Bicolored Helvetia
20c Letter Mail
3/2% Blue-Black
180 Walter Tell T3
Braille Literature
5/7% Deep Black
181 Walter Tell T2
Note G

An asterisk (') indicates tete beche pairs exist.
NOTES: A - Postal Tariff of January 1, 1921
increased the 71c postal card rate to 10c. This
21c on 3c (No. 146) was for use on 71c postal
cards in the post office supply and in the
public's hands.
8 - The 5c on 73 (No. 14821I) is rare.
It has been suggested these may have
come from one, or at least just a very
few sheets, sent in from a small post
office in which the demand for printed
matter postage had been extremely
limited.
C - Representing the new postal card rate, this
10c on 13c stamp (No. 149) was for use on private
postal cards such as souvenir cards and others
not bearing an imprinted stamp. The overprint was
applied on regular 50-subject panes by the Postal
Control Division using a manually operated press.
D - The Mint produced this revalue (No. 150A)
solely on special 90-subject panes which had been
printed originally for use in making booklet stamps.
E - This revalue (No. 1500) was printed on regular
50-subject postal panes by the Postal Control
Division using a manually operated press.
F - The 20c on 15c (No. 150C) is extremely rare.
The reason is the same as mentioned in Note H.
G - The 5c on 71c (No. 181) was a provisional due
to a reduction in the 71c printed matter rate to
5c. It is of interest to note that a 71c stamp
has never been issued since.
All these revalued stamps were valid for use
through December 31, 1932.
Air Mail
The first and only revaluing of Swiss airmail
stamps occurred during the 1935-38 period. Authentic information concerning the reason is not
available. Consequently, we resort to conjecture
based on five known facts: (1) the rotary intaglio
web press was installed in the Postal Printing
Plant in 1936: (2) the basic stamps revalued had
been typographed and the dies and plates used for

these were not adaptable for
use on this press: (3) the
new press was much more efficient than the typograph press:
(4) the definitive set in
eight designs and eight values
was issued in 1941: (5) in
each of the years 1935-38, one or more of these
revalues were issued.
Based on the above known facts, we derive the
following reasonable assumptions: (1) the department wanted to produce intaglio printed stamps on
this web press, thereby taking advantage of its
speed and efficiency; (2) it wanted to avoid
reprinting the typographed stamps if possible;
(3) advantage of the opportunity to produce economically, two values which did not exist previously; (4) reduce as much as possible the quantity
of remainders that would exist at the time the new
issue (1941) would be ready for distribution.
These assumptions we believe
to be reasonable. However, they
must be considered tentative
pending further research. In
addition to the above reasoning
these revalues present another
challenge in research. Why were
these particular overprints and basic stamps selected? The Zumstein and the Muller catalogues
provide important data, but they give rise to
unanswerable questions necessary to a reasonable
answer. Further research is suggested. The necessary data no doubt could be obtained by a
philatelist in position to consult the government
archives.
Table - Air Mail
Zumst.
Cat.
Stamp
Issue
Date Value Colour No. Subject
Remarks
Black
19
Monoplane
1935
20e Disarmament
1935 10/15 Black
1936 10/20 Black
21 Disarmament
1936 30/90 Black
23 Disarmament
1936 40/90 Lt.Red 24a Disarmament 1st print
1937 40/90 Dk.Carm.
Red 24b Disarmament
1937 40/20 Black
25 Disarmament
1938 10/65 Black
22 Daedalus Issd.Apr. 23
• Of this revalue, 50 copies with inverted overprint are known.

been used provisionally to balance the stock.
The 1937 revalues - there were four of them
- obviously were due to the new intaglio-printed
dues to be issued February 1, 1938. By balancing
the stock, according to estimated use, fewer
remainders would result.
Table - Postage Dues e
Issued

1916
1924
1924
1924
1937
1937
1937
1937

Value

5/3
10/1
10/3
20/50
5/15
10/30
20/50
40/50

Zumstein
Cat. No.

38
39
40
41
50
51
52
53

Stamp Subject

Alpine Scene
Alpine Scene
Alpine Scene
Alpine Scene
Children & Shield
Children & Shield
Children & Shield
Children & Shield

All these overprints are in black.
.See text for further details.
The 1916-24 revalues were used until the supply
was exhausted.
The 1937 revalues continued in use through
December 31, 1942.
The use of postage due stamps ceased December 31,
1956. Ordinary stamps used thereafter. (Editor's
Note: with "T" hand-stamp overprint).
Conclusion
To some readers the format used in this
study may appear to be unorthodox. And it is just
that. A complete running text would be less clear
from the viewpoint of reference. But as set up,
the table provides most if not all data required
for album page writeup; while the running text
provides additional data for the postal historian.

Russians buying world classics

Russian scientists working in Britain
and other European countries are reported by
Herman Herst Jr. to be keen buyers of classic rarities and other good class stamps.
They have no problems in getting the necessary currency to pay for their purchases,
and it seems that the government of the
U.S.S.R. places no obstacles in the way of
their pursuit of philately. The only condition is that the stamps must be sent to
Moscow for safe keeping, and that when the
owner of a collection dies it automatically
becomes U.S.S.R. government property.
Speculations have been made for some
time now that the mysterious disappearance
Revalued air mail stamps were valid for use
of many philatelic classics from the Westthrough December 31, 1942. The use of air mail
ern market suggested that they were being
stamps ceased on December 31, 1958.
exported to 'Iron Curtain' countries, but
Omitted from this study is the Pro Aero
there has been little evidence to support
stamp issued May 22, 1938. This was a special
such conjecture. However, with Russian buyprinting using a slight modification in colour of
ers openly in the market, it seems likely
the basic stamp - light grey in place of greenish- that other Eastern bloc countries have not
grey. This basic stamp in the former colour was
been slow to emulate the lead given by
never issued without the overprint. Consequently, Moscow. This type of buying must inevitably
we do not consider it a revalue.
lead to a worsening shortage of really topAlso omitted is the Aarau Block embodying a
grade stamps, with a consequent severe rise
10 on 65c stamp issued September 17, 1938. This
in the prices realized by such examples as
basic stamp was produced from new dies and plates
remain open to competitive buyers.
on which the design was slightly changed. It was
never issued without the overprint. Consequently REPRODUCED FROM "THE PHILATELIC EXPORTER", LONDON.
it does not qualify as a revalue.
Editor's note: Swiss Classics having always been
favourites everywhere, presumably much fine materPostage Dues
ial will find its way behind the "Iron Curtain.
In 1916 one postage due was revalued 5 on 3c.
This was the first of the postage due revalues.
We have no authentic information on this printing.
Perhaps it was due to a deficiency in the supply
of 5c due stamps that were current at that time.
Three revalued dues were dispatched to post
offices in 1924. Inasmuch as due stamps in a new
design were issued that year, the natural assumption is that these were made with the view to
disposing remainders that otherwise would have
been in stock. It is possible that they may have
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A competition was held under the
authority of the Swiss Post Office in 1901
to choose a new stamp design. Some details
are given on Pages 299 and Q00 of the 1924
b
.
m
HHanduch
edition of Zumstein's
I have acquired a document which gives
more information than is generally available. This is a piece of paper folded to
form two sheets, each measuring 92 x 14
inches (24.5 x 35 cms.). The watermark of
the letters GR in outline, i inches (2.3
cms.) high appears in one corner of the
paper. The first page bears a lithographed
inscription at the top, and a framework for
21 stamps with their identifying numbers and
names of the artists responsible. All the
lithography on both pages is in black, an d
the language used is German throughout. At
the left hand top corner of page 1 is a
manuscript caption, which reads "For Herr
Paul Adrian, Director of the Federal Mint in
Bern, member of the Prize Court". At the
right is a blue print of the circular chop
of the "Schweizerische Eidgenossenschaft
Post-Departement", 11- inches (3.9 cms.) in
diameter. The lithographed heading reads
"Designs chosen by the Prize Court for the
production of a new stamp design. 18/20
March 1901. Photographic reduction to the

1914

by R. F. Bulstrode,
F.R.P.S.L., A.R.Ac.S.,
M.I.N. Past President
of the Caledonian
Philatelic Society.

natural size of a Postage Stamp. N.B. A
first prize was not awarded". The material,
inside the framework in which the reproductions are mounted starts at the top with:"1.
Money Prizes". Below this are the six second
Prize winners, in the same order as they
occur in Zumstein's Handbuch. They are numbered in Roman figures and the prize awarded
to each is shown. In order they are:- II
Fr. 700 (10 cts., by Ch. L'Eplattenier),
III. Fr. 700 12 cts., by Eug. Cavalli ,
IVa. Fr. 500 10 cts., by Alf. Pfenninger),
IVb. Fr. 500 15 cts., by Henri Robert),
Va. Fr. 350 15 cts., by Fr. Boscovits, jun)
Vb. Fr. 350 5 cts., by Ch. L'Eplattenier).
Below each reproduction, throughout the
document, the name and town of the artist,
and usually his profession, is given.
Below the prizewinners come 15 more reproductions, in three rows of five, numbered
consecutively from I to XV. These are
headed "II Honourable Mention". Number XIII
is absent, and its place bears the lithographed statement "Not acquired; same
theme as No. 1 on page 2.", the artist being
Fil. Franzoni, painter, Locarno.
Page 2 is headed: "III. Other designs
acquired for the Postal Museum or handed to
the Postal Museum by the authors". There are

30 reproductions on the page, in five rows of
six numbered over their heads from 1 to 30. But
in the same style of figures each space bore a
different number in the middle before the
"stamps" were gummed in position. These are one,
two or three figure numbers, ranging from 3 to
450, and arranged in no logical order. Does
this mean that there were 450 or more designs to
be considered? (These figures were found by
transillumination, not by soaking off the
"stamps" - the document is still pristine).
It was evidently printed by someone with
full access to the material before the Prize
Court, but the style of reproduction suggests
quite cheap commercial work rather than that of
the Federal Mint or the Post Office.
Six colours in all were used. The prize
winners were, in order of mounting, my
brown, rose, green, mauve, bistre, blue. The
Same order of colours follows right through both
pages, No. XIII, the missing item, having meant
to be grey brown; XII is blue and XIV rose.
The reproductions are half-tone work, of a
quality which cancels all finer detail and
makes a magnifying-glass useless. The prints
mentioned in Zumstein for the 6 prize winners
are far better and make detailed examination
possible. But the "Private" prints he speaks
of are too crude to help at all.
Of all these 21 designs not one of the
winners of prizes or honourable mention was ever
issued as a stamp, and with one exception the
same applies to the 30 on page two. The designs
are mostly overcrowded and banal. Thirty one
include the Swiss Cross. Twenty include the
female figures, six have 22 stars representing
the Cantons. Six show the Jungfrau - recognisably - and the Matterhorn is on five. One
"Honourable Mention" manages the Jungrau, the
Swiss Cross, the figure of value three times
and 22 edelweiss flowers! Five incorporate the
word "FRANCO", which was no longer needed; one
has "CENTIMES" and one "POSTES", each of which
would offend the German and Italian speakers.
The exceptional design is No. 5 on page two.
This is, nearly in its issued form, the William
Tell stamp of 1914. The only differences are:
the "HELVETIA" label is at the head instead of
the foot of the stamp, with its lettering dark
on light instead of the light on colour of the
issued version, and the figures of value are duplicated, once each side of Tell's head. Otherwise the design appears identical in all visible
detail with that of 1914. And the artist: "R.
Kissling, Seefeld-Zurich".
The identity of the designer of the William
Tell stamp has been questioned for years amongst
specialists, in spite of Zumstein's Spezial
Katalog stating that it was "R. Kissling, Zurich'.
The main reason for doubt is that Kissling was a
sculptor, in fact the man responsible for the
more-than-life size Tell Monument at Altdorf
from which the stamp design was taken. It seems
incredible that one used to working in three
dimensions on a monumental scale in stone should
suddenly, just once, be the author of a really
fine design in two dimensions, the size of an
ordinary postage stamp, for reproduction on paper.
The wording on page 189 of Zumstein's
Handbuch makes one wonder what the author knew when
he wrote it. Having referred to the public
disapproval of the previous issue, featuring the
bust of Helvetia, he says "This task, no easy
one, found its solution in the choice of picture
of the head and shoulders of Tell from Kissling's
Tell Memorial in Altdorf. First of all the
three values 10, 12, and 15 cts. were produced in
the new design, after acceptance of the design

by sculptor R. Kisaling."
It is not actually
stated who designed the stamp. And in recent
years it seems that the Swiss P.T.T. has been
unable to find any record of who was responsible.
And all the time the initials "R.K." are on the
issued stamp, as well as "J.S." for the engraver,
J. Sprenger.
It seems possible that the 1901 essay, having lain dormant for years, was appreciated by in
employee of the Federal Mint who had real knowledge of postage stamp design. The transfer of
the "HELVETIA" label from top to bottom, with the
reversal of colour-balance and slight reduction
in size of lettering, together with the deletion
of the left-hand figures of value, were all that
sere needed to transform a good design into a.
really first-rate one. The style of the letters
in "HELVETIA" remained unchanged, but the figures
of value were improved. The main picture appears
to be absolutely unaltered.
Any further evidence for or against the view
that the "writing-up" of the Tell stamp should
read: "Original design by R. Kisaling, adapted
by the Federal Mint" would be of great interest.
The 1901 document is so little known that
when it was shown to Zumstein's in 1963, having
had no previous opportunity, they were eager to
photograph it tor reference purposes.

LONDON

STAMP EXHIBITION
The London Stamp Fair took place
on September 13th and 14th, 1963,
at the London Hilton, Park Lane.
Thousands of philatelists came to
this two-day Show and as the only representative of "Switzerland", the Amateur
Collector's stand proved one of the most
popular. ^It was, of course, a great pleasure to see so many of our clients, many
of whom had come quite considerable
distances to be there.
It cannot be denied that some of the
intimacy and informality of the National
"STAMPEX" show was missing in the august
surroundings of the Hilton Hotel, but the
numerous visitors evidently greatly enjoyed
having a "peep" at this new London landmark
while at the same time indulging in their
favourite pastime - stamps. It is hoped
that the London Stamp Fair will become a
regular and important feature of the Philatelic Calendar.
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FOR DETAILS OF DESIGNERS, COLOURS AND.
ON THE JUVENTUTES, NAMES OF FLOWERS,
SEE THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR'S 1964
SWITZERLAND CATALOGUE.

EXPO LAUSANNE 1964
Advertising
Switzerland's
1964 National
Exhibition which
will be held in
Lausanne from
April 30th to
October 25th 1964
a special set of
four stamps was
issued on September 16th. The
two low values (10c. and 20c.) are of identical
design, showing the "EXPO" emblem. The 50c.
and 75c. stamps are said to be symbols for
"Switzerland in the Modern World." The 50c.
value is stated to represent "outlook" while
the 75c. stamp represents "insight." (Your
editor, possibly by virtue of his limited
imagination is not able to follow this trend of
profound thought). We have to thank Messrs.
P. Monnerat for the 10c. and 20c. design and
Mr. A. Hoffman for the 5 0 c. and 75c. values.
All four values are printed by Courvoisier and
the Set remains on sale, stocks permitting,
until October 31st. 1964.
Europe Stamp i963 Unexpectedly, the 30c. value of
this year's issue was cancelled
only a short time before the stamps
came on sale. No official reason
was given for this decision. The
50c. value was put on sale on
September 16th and will remain on sale as long
as stocks last. The design is more or less
uniform with other European countries and is by
Professor Arne Holm of Norway, printed by
Courvoisier,

Surprise Issue
Phosphor Stamps
^a4

Most unexpectedly we learn, several
weeks after the issue was made, of eight
experimental values in the Postal Runners
and Buildings series printed on paper with
admixture of violet phosphorescent threads.
These stamps are stated to be for use
in Bern only for a limited number of weeks.
Two experimental phosphor sorting machines
have been installed at Bern 1 Post Office.
The eight values concerned are 5c, 10c, 15c,
20c, 25c, 30c, 50c and 80c. In addition to
these an inland postcard without illustration, also containing phosphorus fibres,
has been experimentally put on sale.
As the position of supplies is not yet
clear and may remain dubious for some time.,
whatever supplies we receive will in the
first instance be reserved for our regular
New Issue clients who have already been
circularised with Order Forms. If,
after December 1st, sufficient
stocks remain, we shall be pleased
to fill orders from clients who
are not New Issue subscribers.
Postcards also are included in the New
Issue distribution and prices will be as
follows:
SET OF 8 VALUES MINT OR USED: 6/9
POSTCARD MINT OR USED:
9d
(All plus postage, insurance & packing)
Although the issue was made on the 3rd
October, nobody realised this and First Day
Covers were not prepared. Orders for these
cannot therefore be accepted.

PRO JUVENTUTE

This year's Set will be
put on sale on November
30th and again depicts
Swiss wild and garden
flowers on four stamps.
The fifth value (5c. +
5c.) is a portrait of a
boy by the famous Swiss painter Albert Anker.
The stamps will remain on sale until June 30th
1964, stocks permitting. On that day they will
cease to be valid for postage.

Switzerland !

QUANTITIES OF
STAMPS ISSUED
IN THOUSANDS AS NOTIFIED BY THE PTT
1941 HISTORICALS:

50c
80c
Fr.
Fr.

- 55,984; 60c - 114,857; 70c - 20,188;
- 58,731; 90c - 147,363; Fr.1 - 96,582;
1.20 - 64,319; Fr. 1.50 - 36,186;
2.- - 44,392.

1949 TECHNIC & LANDSCAPE:

3c - 1,490; 5c - 935,524; 10c - 2,209,363;
15c - 33,662; 20c - 1,558,240; 25c - 130,360
30c - 215,094; 35c - 12,965; 40c - 307,807;
50c - 58,001; 60c - 178,773; 70c - 22,116.

1950 TETE BECHE PAIRS:

5c - 893; 10c - 536; 20c - 350

1961 EUROPA:

30c - 21,233; 50c - 21,217

1962 PUBLICITY:

5c - 12,254; 10c - 25,063; 20c - 11,968;
50c - 4,687.

1962 PRO PATRIA:

5c - 3,054; 10c - 5306; 20c - 4,387; 30c 1,977; 50c - 2,071.

O.M.S. PALUDISME: 522
U.N.O. MUSEE PHILATELIC (SETS): 535

NO-HINGEX
REPRINTED FROM "THE COLLECTORS
CLUB PHILATELIST" OF NEW YORK,
& "STAMP COLLECTING"

(The following is entirely fictional, and any reference to people or
countries, living or dead, is coincidental).
A most unusual international
stamp show was staged recently overseas. In keeping with the newest
philatelic custom of demanding that
all postage stamps for collectors
must be NEVER HINGED, an exhibition
(named NO-HINGEX) and displaying
only unhinged stamps, drew 20 millions (2,300 paid). The exhibition
was divided into two sections: for
government displays, limited to only
those whose issues are handled by
non-official philatelic agencies
operating outside of the country of
issue. The competitive portion of
this exhibition was unique. Because
of the rule that only unhinged stamps could be shown, all the stamps
in the frames showed the gummed side.
The material on the album pages was
enclosed in acetate mounts.
Gold, silver and bronze medals
were awarded for the following four
sections:
1. 19th century gum.
2. 20th century gum.
3. Tropical gum.
4. Topical gum.
The Grand Prix went to an outstanding collection of triangular
stamps that the jury decided was
Cape of Good Hope. Upon inspection
after the exhibition, however, they
turned out to be Liberia.
For the first time in philatelic
history, the International Jury had
no trouble in selecting the awards.
The customary difficult matters such
as rating (a) philatelic knowledge;
(b) rarity; and (c) completeness,
were non-existent because the jury
had only to inspect the gummed side
of all stamps.
In the government section, the
top award went to the newly-formed
Republic of Saliva for their achievement with gum on postage stamps. The
gum on this country's stamps automatically rejects a stamp hinge when
one tries to affix it.
This great philatelic exhibitio n
concluded with the announcement of
a new stamp society called S.A.S.H.
- the Society Against Stamp Hinges.
A monthly bulletin and newsletter
will be mailed to all members after
the Executive Committee finally determines how adhesive stamps can be
affixed for the bulletin's mailing.

AND NOW TO REALITY

Catalogue REVIEW (Continued ,gy m Pale 1)
APPROXIMATELY 60% OF ALL PRICES IN THE CATALOGUE
HAD TO BE REVISED YET ALREADY AT THE TIME OF GOING
TO PRESS, MANY ARE ONLY ABOUT EQUAL (AND IN SOME CASES
ARE LOWER) THAN TODAY'S SWISS WHOLESALE QUOTATIONS.
THERE CAN BE NO DOUBT THAT MUCH MATERIAL WILL AGAIN
HAVE TO BE RAISED BEFORE THE ENO OF THE SEASON AND
ONLY THE PUBLISHER'S EXCEPTIONALLY FINE STOCKS HAVE
PREVENTED EVEN MORE AND STEEPER RISES TO DATE.
THE QUESTION IS OFTEN ASKED WHEN A LEVELLING OFF
MAY BE EXPECTED BUT THERE IS TOO LITTLE SWISS
MATERIAL AVAILABLE (NOT BECAUSE OF SPECULATIVE HOARDING
BUT BY VIRTUE OF LOW PRINTING FIGURES) TO MAKE ANY
LEVELLING OFF POSSIBLE IN THE FORSEEABLE FUTURE.
THE NUMBER OF SWISS COLLECTORS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
IS GROWING AND PURCHASING POWER IS ON THE INCREASE.
AS LONG AS THESE TWO TRENDS CONTINUE SWISS PRICES
MUST RISE.
WHICH IS THE MOST BUOYANT SECTION OF SWISS STAMPS?
LET US SEE HOW THE PRICE CHANGES ARE DISTRIBUTED
THROUGHOUT THE CATALOGUE:

Postage
.. .. .. .. .. .. 980
K., Z. & S. Nos.
.. .. .. 3 4 9
Airs
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. 262
Juventutes
.. .. .. .. .. 321
Nat. Fetes
.. .. .. .. .. 217
82
Min. Sheets .. .. .. .. ..
Internat. Offices .. .. .. 783
Dues, Frank Stamps etc. .. 596
Used Blocks of four .. .. 474
Railway
.. .. .. .. .. ..
33
.. .. .. .. ..
Hotel Post
97
Other items .. .. .. .. ..
9
TOTAL4203
IN PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL STAMPS IN EACH SECTION ONLY
THE RAILWAY STAMPS SHOW FEW RISES. EVERYWHERE ELSE
THE VERDICT IS "NOT ONLY BUOYANT BUT RACING AHEAD".
IT SHOULD BE MENTIONED HERE THAT IN OUR VIEW,
WHILE THE PRICE INCREASES AMONG AIRMAILS, K, Z AND S
NUMBERS WERE EXCEPTIONALLY NUMEROUS, THEY ARE NOT YET
AS HEAVY AS WILL SOON BE NECESSARY (THIS NATURALLY
ALSO APPLIES TO MINIATURE SHEETS, BETTER INTERNATIONAL OFFICES, MINT HIGH VALUES, ETC. ETC. BUT ONE IS
THE NUMBERS PRINTED ON AIRS AND
QUITE USED TO THAT).
K, Z AND S NUMBERS ARE SO SMALL COMPARED WITH DEMAND
THAT UNDOUBTEDLY THESE SECTIONS WILL BE SUBJECT TO
MUCH ACTIVITY IN YEARS TO COME.
HOW DO THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR PRICES COMPARE WITH
OTHER LEADING CATALOGUES PUBLISHED IN SWITZERLAND?
TAKING FOR COMPARISON ZUMSTEIN AND KOTTELAT, A STUDY
WILL SHOW THAT A.C. PRICES ARE HIGHER ON SOME OF THE
REALLY DIFFICULT MATERIAL (SOME MINIATURE SHEETS,
RARE INTERNATIONAL OFFICES AND OTHERS) BUT ARE CONSIDERABLY LOWER IN THE VAST MAJORITY OF CASES ON THE
CHEAPER PRICED ITEMS WHICH ENJOY THE BIGGEST SALES.
ON THIS TYPE OF MATERIAL IF KOTTELAT IS CHEAPER THAN
ZUMSTEIN, THE A.C. QUOTATION WILL BE AS KOTTELAT OR
LESS, IF ZUMSTEIN IS CHEAPER THAN KOTTELAT, THE A.C.
IN MANY
PRICE WILL BE SIMILAR TO ZUMSTEIN OR LESS.
OTHER CASES THE PRICE MAY LIE BETWEEN THE TWO.
TAKING A PERCENTAGE OF ALL PRICES LISTED IN THE CATALOGUE, THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR ARE UNDOUBTEDLY CHEAPER
ON THE MAJORITY OF ITEMS THAN TODAY'S SWISS MARKET.
AS IN THE END WORLD MARKETS MUST FALL INTO LINE WITH
PRICES IN THE HOME COUNTRY, THE LOW AMATEUR COLLECTOR
QUOTATIONS LEAVE PLENTY OF ROOM FOR FURTHER ADVANCES.

A leading Swiss dealer recently placed a full page advertisement in the Schweizer
Briefmarken Zeitung headed "Are Mint Hinged Stamps Uncollectable?" and we quote the following extracts: "One could almost reach this conclusion when one listens to certain
collectors and dealers; when one studies Wants Lists and 'Offers to Buy' advertisements
If unused stamps with hinges were indeed uncollectable this would mean
that thousands of collections would today be virtually valueless, that the collecting
activities of innumerable philatelists have been in vain and their investment lost.
It would further mean that collectors in future would be denied the opportunity of
completing their collections because we must realise that times are long past when difficult stamps could simply be detached from sheets. Today everyone, collector and

(Con 1.i ued on Page 8)

SWIS S PHILATELIC LITERATURE
"Swiss Red Cross Issues 1870/71 ":

"NO

-

HINGE

X"(Continued from Page

7)

dealer alike, has tremendous difficulty in acquiring
good items which have to be laboriously searched
for, item per item. It would be senseless were one
to refuse the opportunity of a hinged, but otherwise fine stamp. We, in any case, do not refuse it
and if you have for sale material with hinge but
otherwise in good condition, we are buyers

An absolutely wonderful publication
dealing with these issues has been
produced in Switzerland by courtesy
of Dr. H. Leemann, the eminent
AND NOW YOUR EDITOR'S COMME NT: The Amateur
expert in this field. The colour '
Collector Limited has for a long time scoffed at the
reproductions are of the highest
utterly
ridiculous notion that a mint stamp is colquality and no collector interested
lectable only if unmounted and we refuse to accept
in Red Cross material can possibly
orders which stipulate this condition. Quite apart
afford to be without this 16 page
from the fact that if only unmounted mint is collectbooklet. We have acquired part of
able Catalogue prices for Pre-War mint stamps (other
the English printing but as this
printing was very small and produc- than the most common) would immediately double,
treble or even quadruple by virtue of their unavailtion costs extremely high, we have
ability, no collection can be advantageously
had to fix the price at 16/displayed unless it is neatly hinged. Pochettes and
($2.25) post free. In spite of
albums providing slip-in spaces result in an untidy
this it is a most worthwhile buy.
mess because no stamp will remain permanently cent1964 Nano Tannest F. a. C. Catalogue:
ered in the space provided unless it is firmly
The very much improved and enlarged ■ hinged. The proper display of a collection is an
edition (now 68 pages and including important integral part of it. The British public
with its sense of neatness and tidiness knows best
Liechtenstein) is now available.
how to appreciate this. May it be said, however,
The Pro Juventute and Pro Patria
Name Tabs after having been deleted that your Editor is the very first one to insist on
good quality hinges being used - hinges which can
in last year's edition, are again
be renewed without leaving a hole in the stamp.
included. An important book for
It is in every collector's interest to point out
the modern specialist.
their folly to those who support the 'unmounted
Price: 9/3 ($1.30) post free.
mint fad'.
H.L. KATCHER
1964 Zumstein Specialised Catalogue:
This year's edition contains a large
number of additional Variety listings, expertly brought up to date.
A 'MUST' for the collector who not
WE ARE BOTH SAD AND PLEASED TO
only collects Swiss Stamps but
REPORT THAT MRS. CHELIA BOXALL,
studies their finer points.
WHO FOR MANY YEARS HAS ACTED AS
Price: Thumb Index Copy 30/MR. KATCHER'S PRIVATE SECRETARY
Plus 2/3 packing & postage
AND CO—EDITOR OF "THE SWISS PHILATELIST", IS RETIROrdinary Copy 27/6
WE ARE SAD BECAUSE IN
ING FROM "ACTIVE SERVICE".
Plus 2/3 packing & postage
MRS. BOXALL WE ARE LOSING VIRTUALLY OUR "RIGHT HAND"

11411
YOU KNOW

...THAT THE GERMAN SPEAKING SWISS
PUBLIC HAS HEAVILY CRITICISED THE
RECENT EXPO ISSUE WHICH CARRIES INSCRIPTIONS IN FRENCH ONLY. POOR PTT!
TOO MANY INSCRIPTIONS ON A STAMP
ARE CRITICISED AS TOO OVERCROWDED
BUT APPARENTLY SIMPLIFICATIONS ARE
NOT ACCEPTABLE EITHER.
...THAT THE 1940 PRO PATRIA MINIATURE SHEET AND SINGLES AND PAIRS
CUT FROM IT HAVE BEEN OFFERED ON THE
MARKET WITH FORGED POSTMARK 'BASLE
2'.
COLLECTORS SHOULD EXERCISE
CAUTION WHEN THEY SEE SUCH COPIES.
...THAT THE AMATEUR COLLECTOR LTD.
IN THEIR APPROVAL SERVICE ARE SOMETIMES ABLE TO OFFER BETTER CLASS
STAMPS WITH ONLY MINOR FAULTS AT
MOST DRASTICALLY REDUCED PRICES. AS
ONLY FIRST CLASS MATERIAL IS OFFERED AT FULL CATALOGUE PRICE, ANYTHING WHICH DOES NOT CONFORM TO
THEIR HIGH STANDARDS IS PRICED AT
FROM HALF TO ONE SIXTH CATALOGUE.
SUCH COPIES ARE EXCELLENT SPACE FILLERS FOR THOSE COLLECTORS WHO COULD
NEVER OTHERWISE AFFORD THEM.

IN ALL MATTERS PERTAINING TO THE COMMERCIAL RUNNING
WE ARE PLEASED BECAUSE HER DEPARTURE
OF THE OFFICE.
MEANS THE ARRIVAL OF A YOUNG PHILATELIST (?) IN
JANUARY.
WE ARE SURE OUR READERS WILL JOIN US IN
WISHING CHELIA GREAT HAPPINESS FOR THE FUTURE.
MRS. BOXALL'S PLACE HAS BEEN TAKEN BY MISS VALERIE
K. BEACH, A YOUNG LADY WHO, IN THE SHORT TIME SHE
HAS BEEN WITH US, HAS ALREADY SHOWN GREAT ENERGY AND
PLEASURE IN HER NEW WORK.

New Issues

Chronicle

We have just heard from the PTT (and confirmed by
telephone) that this year's Juventute set will be printed
on new Phosphorus paper with violet fluorescent fibres.
All five values will be issued in this way, but the 5c,
10c and 20c stamps will also be issued normally, i.e. on
paper as used for previous years. The 30c and 50c values
will therefore exist only on Phosphorus paper, while the
other three values will be available on both papers. The
PTT inform us that all First Day Covers have already been
prepared and that they will carry the 5c, 10c and 20c on
ordinary paper, while the 30c and 50c will be Phosphorus.
They are unable to accept orders for First Day Covers
NEW
carrying all five values on Phosphorus paper.
ISSUE CLIENTS PLEASE NOTE: As our Order Forms for the
Juventute series were sent out before this was known,
all sets ordered will be delivered by us on Phosphorus
paper and the First Day Covers with the mixed set. A
further Order Form for the 5c, 10c and 20c values on
ordinary paper will be forwarded shortly.

